Questions to elevate your awareness of HOME

Questions to elevate your awareness of HOME

1. Which direction does your dwelling face?

1. Which direction does your dwelling face?

3. How many feet above sea level are you at home?

3. How many feet above sea level are you at home?

2. What time was sunrise and what time will sunset be today?
4. What spring wildflower is consistently among the first to bloom

near your home?

5. Is the soil under your feet more clay, sand, rock, or silt?
6. Name a native plant near you that is edible.

7. Which direction do you get the most wind from?

8. Name a bird that migrates through here and one that stays put.

9. What primary geological processes or events shaped the land here?
10. How many days until the next full moon?
11. Name 5 trees that grown near you.

12. Name an orchard nearby and tell what produce it grows.
13. Name a mountain range near you and give the name of
one mountain in the range.

14. How many National Parks are there in Virginia?
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15. What is the highest peak in Virginia? Height?
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17. Do you have a Virginia native tree near you? What is it?

17. Do you have a Virginia native tree near you? What is it?

16. Name 4 native plants near you.

18. Do you have a flowering tree near you? What is it?

19. What native tree/plant grows near you that provides food for animals?
20. What wildlife lives near you?
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